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ABSTRACT 
Let R” be the linear space of all real column vectors with n coordinates. Given 
x=(x1,..., x,)~ E R”, its (p, k&norm is defined by 
where k is a positive integer satisfying 1 Q k < n and p satisfies 1 Q p ~00, whereas 
its c-norm is defined by 
1x1, = max{ cfPx : P is a generalized permutation matrix}, 
for any nonzero c E 0%“. This paper characterizes the isometries for c-norms and 
(p, k&norms. Some related results are also considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R” be the linear space of all real column vectors with n coordinates. 
A norm ]]*]I on R” is a symmetric gaugefunction if for any x = (xl,. . . , x,,jt E 
R”, 
IIG l)..., x?$ll= (((f xi, ,..., * Xi,)‘l( 
for any permutation (i,,. . ., in> on (1,. . ., n) and for any choices of positive or 
negative signs. Common examples of this type of norm include the l,-norrn, 
1~ p < m, denoted and defined by 
llxllp = (1x11” + * * * + IxJy. 
In particular, the Z,-norm and the Z,-norm are commonly designated as the 
Euclidean norm and the maximum norm, respectively. A generalization of 
the Z,-norm is the (p, k)-norm, defined by 
Ilxll,,~ = max (]xi,l” + . . . + (~Jr)i’~: 1 < i < . . . 
1 
<ik<n, 
> 
where k is a positive integer satisfying 1~ k < n, and p satisfies 1~ p ~03. 
Clearly, the definitions reduce to Z,-norms if k = n, and actually embrace 
other important symmetric gauge functions as well. For example, for the 
(1, k)-norms, it is known (e.g., see [3, 7.4.451) that for any X, y E R”, we have 
llxll G llyll for all symmetric gauge functions 11. ]I 
if and only if 
IIXILJ G llyll1.k for k = l,...,n. 
It is worthwhile to mention that symmetric gauge functions are very impor- 
tant in the study of the unitarily invariant norms on matrix spaces (e.g., see 
[3, Chapters 5, 71). 
Denote by 9” the group of all generalized permutation matrices, i.e., 
those matrices obtained from permutation matrices by replacing some of the 
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l’s by - 1’s. Then clearly a norm I]* ]I on IX” is a symmetric gauge function if 
and only if 
IIPXII = llxll for all xE[W”, PE9fn. 
By the result in [5], there is a nice representation for any given symmetric 
gauge function. To describe such a representation, we need to introduce the 
c-norm on R”, denoted and defined by 
IX], = max{ctPx : P E qn}, 
for any nonzero c E IX”. One easily sees from the definition that if c’ = PC for 
some P E 9fn, then the c-norm and the c’-norm are identical. We can 
therefore always assume that c = (c,, . . . , c,)’ is a nonnegative vector with 
entries arranged in descending order. Under this assumption, we have 
1x1, = C1IXi,l+ * * ’ + c~Ixi,lP 
where (ii,..., i,) is a permutation on (l,.. .,n) with ]xi,l > * * * 2 IX,“]. Now 
any symmetric gauge function ]I* ]I admits a representation in terms of the 
c-norms, VIZ., 
for some 4 c R”. Thus, in a certain sense, the collection of c-norms can be 
regarded as a basis for symmetric gauge functions. 
Given a norm ]I* )I on R”, we say that an n X n real matrix A is a linear 
isomtry or simply an i.sometry for (I* ]I if it satisfies 
IIAXII = llxll for all x E R”. 
It is well known that the collection of all isometrics for a norm constitutes a 
multiplicative group, which is usually designated as the isometq group of 
11. I]. The purpose of this paper is to determine the isometry groups of 
c-norms and (p, k&norms. To obtain the result on c-norms we characterize 
the extreme points of the unit ball in R” with respect to the c-norm; and to 
obtain the result on (p, k)-norms we characterize the elements in the unit 
ball in R” with respect to the (p, k)-norm that have the maximum and 
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minimum la-norm. Using these results, we can determine the largest con- 
stant (Y and the smallest constant p such that 
doll G II& G Pllxll for all xEIW”, 
where II* II is the c-norm or the (p, k&norm. All of these are of independent 
interest. 
We shall use (e,, . . . , e,) to denote the standard basis of [w” and use 8, to 
denote the group of n X n orthogonal matrices. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we present some preliminary results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let II* II be a symmetric gauge function on R”, and let G 
be its corresponding isometry group. Then 
Proof. Clearly, by definition, we have 9n c G. By a result of Auerbach 
(e.g., see [l]), G is similar to a subgroup of 8,, i.e., there exists a nonsingular 
n x n matrix S such that 
SGS-‘=[SAS-‘:AEG} c@“. 
To prove that G is actually a subgroup of en, it suffices to show that 9’, is 
an irreducible subgroup of 8,, or equivalently, there are no nontrivial 
subspaces in [w” that are invariant for all P E 9” (e.g., see [4, Lemma 2.31). 
Now for any nonzero r E Iw”, we can find Pi E 9n such that the i th 
coordinate of Pir is positive. Let Q E 9” be obtained from Z by replacing 
its ith diagonal entry with - 1. Then Pix - QP,x is a positive multiple of ei 
and belongs to span G(x), the linear span of G(x) = (Ar : A E G}. As a result 
span G(r) = Iw”. Hence 9”, is irreducible, and the result follows. n 
The following statement about linear isometries is well known. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let 11. I( be a norm on R”, and let &J be it-s corresponding 
unit ball in Iw”, i.e., 
.9 = {x E R” : llxll Q 1). 
Denote by 6’ the set of extreme points of @. Suppose that A is an n x n 
matrix. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A is un isometry for II* 11. 
(b) A maps the set B onto itself. 
(c) A maps the set & onto itself. 
The following theorem characterizes the isometries of the Ii-norm and 
the l,-norm. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be an n x n matrix. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) AE P’,. 
(b) A is an isometry fm the l,-norm. 
(c) A is an isometry fm the I,-norm. 
(d) A maps the set B’ onto itself, where 
e’={~e,E[W”:~CLE{l,-l},i=l,..., n}. 
(e) A maps the set c.?” onto itself, where 
&“= {(/+.., ~,)tEIWn:~iE{-l,l} fMi=l,..., n}. 
Proof. For the equivalence of conditions (a), (b), and (c), see [3, pp. 
266-2671. It is not hard to check that &” is the set of extreme points of the 
unit ball in [w” with respect to the Ii-norm (see also Theorem 3.1). By 
Theorem 2.2, we get the equivalence of conditions (b) and (e). Similarly, the 
equivalence of conditions (c) and (d) follows from Theorem 2.2 and the fact 
that &’ is the set of extreme points of the unit ball in aB” with respect to the 
I,-norm. n 
3. c-NORMS 
The purpose of this section is to characterize the isometry groups of 
c-norms. We first study the extreme points of the unit ball in Iw” with respect 
to the c-norms. As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the results of the 
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particular cases when c = e, or c = e, + * * * + e, can be easily checked. We 
include them in the following theorem for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let c =(c, ,..., c,)’ E R” be nonzero such that c, > 
* * * > c, > 0. Suppose that m is the largest integer f&- which c, = c,, and 
suppose that the last q entries of c are zero. For r = 1,. . . , n, lets, = (Er= lci)-l 
and 
7g = s,P 
i i 
i 
i=l 
:PE9” . 
I 
Then we have the following description of the set E of extreme points of the 
unit ball B in R” with respect to the c-norm: 
(a) Ifm=n, then ~5’=8,. 
(b) Ifq=n--1, then CC’=&“‘,. 
(c) Ifm<nandq<n-1, then 
& = e1 u dn u u -4. 
m<i<n--q 
Proof. Suppose c, the s,‘s and 8r’s, etc. satisfy the hypotheses of the 
theorem. Notice that 6, c & if and only if s,Cy= le, E B. Therefore, to prove 
the theorem, we only need to establish the following facts. 
(ii> s,.Ey=,e, E & if and only if 
(a’) r = 1 if m = n; 
(b’) r=n if q=n-1; 
(c’) r=l,n,orsatisfies m<r<n-q if m<n and q<n-1. 
To prove (i), suppose that x E 8. Then there exists P E 9” such that 
Px=(x,,..., x,)’ with x1 > . * * > x, > 0. For simplicity, we assume P = I,. 
Then x must also be an extreme point of the subset 
S={y=(y,,...,y,)‘ER”:y,> **- 2yn>0,ClYl+ *.. +cnY,=l) 
of ~2. Since S c R”, we need at least n equalities to determine an extreme 
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point. Hence there must be at least n - 1 equalities among the n inequalities 
y1> ** * > y, > 0. Thus 
( 1 
t 
x= p )...) p,o )..., 0 
-- 
r n--r 
for some CL > 0 and 1~ r < n. By the fact that cixi + * * * + c,x, = 1, we see 
that x = s,Clzlei E dr. 
To prove (a’), suppose that m = n. Consider x = srE~=iei with r > 1. Let 
x’ = s,(2e, + Crz3ei) and x” = s,(2e, + Ci,aei). Then Ix’I, = Ix”I, = 1 and 
x=(x’+x”)/2. So xE&. Thus &cU~~~~,~~\U,.~~(. Since 6’ is 
nonempty, we have & = 8,. 
To prove (b’), suppose that 9 = n - 1. Consider x = s,Cr= iei with r < n. 
Let x’= s,Cy,‘:e, and x”= s,(C~,,e, - e,,,). Then Ix’I, = Ix”lc = 1 and x = 
(x’+ x”)/2. So x 65 8. Thus E c U 1 ( i Q ,,4i\ U i < ,,-ei. Since 8 is nonempty, 
we have &=dn. 
We divide the proof of (c’) into five steps. 
Step 1. We show that x = siei E E. Suppose that x’= (x’,, . . ., x’,)~, x* = 
<xl;, . . . ) xl)” E 93 satisfy x = (x’+ x7/2. Then <xi + x:)/2 = si. Since 
X’,T”E 9, we have lx;1 Q si and Ixyl< si. It follows that x; = x;’ = sl. Since 
9 < n - 1 and hence ca > 0, we have xi = 0 for all i > 1. Otherwise, there 
exists k > 1 such that Ix;l> 0 and hence Ix’lc>ccIx; +c,lx;l> clxl= 1, 
which is impossible. Therefore x = x’ = 1~“. Hence x E 8. 
Step 2. We show that x = s,Cr==,ei E 6’. Suppose that x’ = 
(xi,. . . , x’,)“, x” = cry,. . . ) xEjt E ~3 satisfy x = (x’+ x”)/2. Then Cl= ix: > ns,, 
or E~=rx; > n.szs,. Otherwise, Cyzixi < ns,. Suppose Cy==,x: > n.s,. Let /_L =
(E~=i,x~)/n. Then 
Since m < n and hence ci > c,, the equalities hold if and only if p = s, and 
all xi are equal. Thus x = x’= x”. Hence x E 6’. 
Step 3. We show that x = s,Ci,,e, 4 & if 1 < r < m. Let x’= s,(2e, + 
Ci=,ei) and x”= s,(2e, +Ei=,eJ. Since ci = . . . = c,, we have Ix’lc = 
lx”lc = 1 and x =(x’+ x”)/2 E 8. 
Step 4. We show that x=s,Ci,,eiGB if n-q<r<n. Let x’= 
srC;z:ei and x”= s,<Cy,,e, - e,,,). Since c,+i = 0, we have Ix’l, = lx”lc = 1 
and x=(x’+x”)/24&. 
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Step 5. We show that x = s,X~=,e, E & if m < r < n - q. Suppose 
r’ = (XI,, . . . ) xy, xn = (XI;, , . , ) xzjt E &? satisfy x = (r’ + r”)/2. Then 
Ci= rx: 3 t-s, or Erzlx; > t-s,. Otherwise, Ci,rx, < rs,. Suppose that C;,,xi 
> rs,.. Let p = (Ci,,xi)/r. Then 
Since cr > c,., the equalities hold if and only if p = s, and all xi are equal for 
i=l , . . . , r. Thus x; = * * * = XL = s,. Moreover, we have xi = 0 for all i > r. 
Otherwise, there exists k > r such that Ix;1 > 0 and hence Ix’I, > 
err; + * * * + c,x: + c,.+~Ix;I > clx; + . * * + c,.x: = 1 as c,+r > 0, which is 
impossible. Therefore x = x’ = x”, and hence r E 6’. n 
Given two norms Nr and N, on R”, an interesting problem (e.g., see 
[3, pp. 314-3151) is to determine the largest constant (Y and the smallest 
constant fl for which 
aNl( x> G N*(x) Q P%(x) forall XER”. 
By Theorem 3.1 we have the following comparison between the c-norm and 
the Euclidean norm ~~~~~2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let c =(c ,,..., c,Y ER” be nonzero such that cl 2 
*** >c,,>O. Then (~=llcll~~ and p=max(h/(c,+ ... +ci):i=l,...,n} 
are the largest and the smallest constant such that 
dxlc G llxllz G Plxlc for all x E R”. 
Proof. Since 
where E is the set of extreme points of the unit ball in R” with respect to 
the c-norm I*IC, the conclusion on p follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Next we turn to (Y. Since 
a-l = ma{ lxlC : 11x112 = 1) = max{c’x : llxllz = I}, 
the conclusion on (Y follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. W 
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Another application of Theorem 3.1 is to determine the isometry groups 
of c-norms, as shown in the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let c = cc,,.. ., c,)’ ER” be nonzero such that c, > 
. . . 2 C, 2 0. Suppose that G is the isomety group of the c-w-m 1.1,. Then 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) G = 9”,. 
(b) n = 2, c is a positive multiple of the vector (1, fi - l>‘, and the group 
G is generated by P2 and the matrix 
1 
A=E: _:. 
[ 1 
Cc) n=4, c=(c,,..., c,)’ satisfies c1 = c2 + cg and c4 = 0, and the group 
G is generated by P4 and the matrix 
Proof. Let c=(c,,..., c,)’ satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem, and let 
G be the isometry group of the c-norm. For simplicity, we assume cr = 1. If 
c = e,, then the result follows from Theorem 2.3. Suppose c # e,. Using the 
notation in Theorem 3.1, we have 
As a result, for any A E G, Aei E & for i = 1,. . . , n. Thus the nonzero entries 
of any one column of A have the same magnitude. Moreover, by Theorem 
2.1, A E G implies A E 8,. Thus if the ith column of A has k nonzero 
entries, then their common magnitude must be l/&. Also, since the column 
vectors of A E G can only be chosen from the finite set 8, we see that G is 
finite. Next we show that if n # 2,4, then G = gm. Suppose it is not true. 
Then there exists A E G whose first column equals a = (l/&>Cf= rei with 
260 
k > 1 and 
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l/& = min{ v : I, is a positive entry of some B E G} . 
We consider three cases. 
Case 1: k = 2r + 1 is odd. We can choose SE 9” such that Sa = 
(l/&)c:=,(-lY+’ e,. Then the (1,l) entry of AtSA EG equals a’Sa = 
l/k < I/&, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2; k=2r<n with r>l. 
Sa = <l/fiZ:z,‘( - l)‘e,. 
We can choose S E 9” such that 
Th en the (1,l) entry of AfSA E G equals atSa = 
l/k < l/G, which is a contradiction. 
Case 3: k =2r = n>6. We can choose SE 9n such that Sa = 
(l/&)[ e, + e2 + Cyz3( - Veil. Th en the (l,l> entry of AtSA E G equals 
atSa = 2/n < l/h, which is a contradiction. 
Now if n = 2 and G # g2, then 6’ = 8i U 8, and the Euclidean norm of 
(ci + c,)-‘(e, + e,) is 1. One easily sees that c = (1, fi - 1). 
Finally, consider the case for n = 4. Suppose G # 9*. Let A E G be such 
that its first column a = (l/\/i;)Cf=,ei satisfies k > 1 and 
l/G = min( 1, : Y is a positive entry of some B E G} . 
One easily sees that cases 1 and 2 in the above arguments cannot happen. 
Thus we may assume that the first column of A equals #,l,l,l)’ E 6’ It 
follows that &d E & and c1 + ca + cg + cq = 2. If we consider each column of 
A’ E G, we see that all entries of A have magnitude i. Thus we can find 
P,, P, E 9f4 such that 
For simplicity, we assume P, = P, = I,. We claim that r = ~(1, 1, 1,0jt e 8, 
where Y = (c, + c2 + c,)-‘. If it is not true, then Ax = (3v, V, V, - v>” E 8, 
which is impossible. By Theorem 3.1, cq = 0 and hence c2 + cs = 1. Further- 
more, there does not exist a matrix B in G with a column equal to y = 
(l/fi)(l,l,O,O)‘. Otherwise, y E & and ci + ca = fi, which imply cg = 
2 - fi > fi - 1 = ca. Thus all matrices in G are either in 9d or of the form 
Q1AQ2 for some Qi, Qa E g4. We obtain condition (c) of the theorem. n 
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We would like to point out that the above proof of Theorem 3.3 is a 
simplification of the original one based on some ideas of D. 2. Dokovid and 
L. Rodman. 
4. (p, k)-NORMS 
In this section, we characterize the isometries of the (p, k)-norms. We 
first establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider the (p, k)-norm on R” with (p,n)# (2,n). Let 
CY and /3 be the largest and the smallest constant for which 
for all x E R”. 
(a) Suppose 1 Q p < 2. Then 
(i) (Y = kl/‘--l/p, and x E R” satisfies IJxJlp,k = 1 and Ilxllz = (Y if and 
only if Px = (l/k)‘/PC:=lei for some P E 9”; 
(ii) p = max( 1, n 1/2/k1/p}, and y E R” satisfies llyll,,k = 1 and llyllz = /3 
zj and only zf Py ~{e,,(l/k)‘/~C~~~eJ fm some PEP” and 
II yll2 = max{I, n’/2/k1/P). 
(b) Suppose 2 Q p <cc. Then 
(i) (Y = 1, and x E R” satisfies llxllp,k = 1 and llxllz = a if and only if 
Px = e, for some P E gn; 
(ii) p = n1j2/ k l/P, and y E R” satisfies llyll,,k = 1 and llyll~ = p if and 
only zf Py = Cl/ k)‘/PCy= le, fm some P E gn. 
Proof. The result is well known if k = n (e.g., see [3, p. 3141). Thus we 
assume k < n. 
To prove (a>, suppose that x E [w” satisfies llxllp,~ = 1 and 11x11s = CY. We 
canthenfind PE@~ suchthat P~=(x,,...,x,)~satisfiesx,~... &x,&O. 
Thus 1 = IIxII~,~ = (lrllP -f * * . + Ixklp)‘/P. Since 11x112 = CC, we have xj =0 
for all j = k + 1,. ., n. Moreover, under the constraint that (xllp + . . . + 
Jxklp = 1, the expression lxl12 + . . . + lxk12 will attain its minimum value if 
andonlyif xl= .** = xk = (I/ k)‘/p. We obtain the conclusion on cr. 
Next we turn to p. Suppose that y E Iw” satisfies llyll,,~ = 1 and 11 ylls = p. 
We can then find P E 9” such that Py = (yl, . . . , y,)’ satisfies yl > . . * 2 
y, > 0. Thus 1 = llyll,,k = (lyllp + . * * + lyklpY’p. Since llyll2 = j3, we have 
yj = yk for all j = k + l,.. ., n. If yk = 0, then under the constraint that 
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yp+ ... + ykp = 1, the expression yf + . . . + yt will attain its maximum 
value if and only if yi = 1 and yi = 0 for all i > 1. Now suppose yk > 0. We 
show that we must have y1 = . . * = yk, and the conclusion on /3 will then 
follow. Assume the opposite, and let 1~ m < k be such that ym > y, + 1 = 
. . . = yk > 0. Let r = n - m + 1, and s = k - m + 1. Consider the optimiza- 
tion problem 
maxz=a2+(r-l)b2 
subject to the constraints 
a>b>O and aP+(s-l)bP=l. 
We claim that the optimal solution of this problem is attained either at 
(a,b>=(l,O) or at (a, b) = ((l/s)‘/p,(l/s)l/P). Consequently, if we let 
y’ E R” be obtained from y by replacing ( y,, . . . , y,) with 
F a,, &I,..., 
( . _ , bo), 
n--m 
where p = (y: + . . . + ykp)l/P and (a,, b,) is the optimal solution for the 
above maximization problem, then JIy’llp,k = 1 and lly’ll2 > Ilyllz, which is our 
desired contradiction. 
Now to prove our claim, one can easily transform the optimization 
problem to the following problem in one variable: 
l-uP 2/P 
maxz=u2+(r-1) ~_l , 
i 1 UE (l/s)l’P,l]. ] 
If p = 1, then the second derivative of z(u) is always positive and hence it is 
a convex function. Thus the maximum occurs at the endpoints of the interval. 
Suppose p > 1. It is routine to check that 
1 
cs _ q2/(2- P) 
--I/p 
al= (,_1)P/(2-P) +l 
1 
is the only critical point of the function z(u). Moreover, the second deriva- 
tive of the function at the point ui is positive, and hence ~(a,) is a local 
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minimum of the function. Thus the function attains its maximum value at the 
endpoints of the interval [(l/~)‘/~, I], and the result follows. 
The proof of part (b) is similar and simpler. Suppose that x E R” satis- 
fies ]]x]],,J = 1 and ]]x]]~ = (Y. We can then find P E 9n such that Px = 
(X 1,. . . , x,)” satisfies xi > * * . > x, > 0. Thus 1 = ]]x]],,k = (lx,lP + . . . + 
Ix~I~)~/~. Since llxll.2 = o, we have xj = 0 for all j = k + 1,. . . , n. Moreover, 
under the constraint that Ix,]‘+ 0-e + ]rklP= 1, the expression ]xi]’ 
+ * * . + (xk 1’ will attain its minimum value if and only if x 1 = 1 and xi = 0 
for all i > 1. We obtain the conclusion on (Y. 
Next we turn to 0. Suppose that y E R” satisfies l]y]l,,~ = 1 and ]lyl]z = /3. 
We can then find P E 9, such that Py = (yl,,.,, y,)' satisfies y, > . * * 2 y,, 
> 0. Since ]]yl]z = p, we have 
yp + . . * + y[ 1’p 1 l/P 
Yj = Yk -< 1 0 = - k k forall j>k. 
Moreover, if 2 < p, under the constraint that y1p + * * . + y[ = 1, the expres- 
sion yf + * * . + yi will attain its maximum value if and only if yi = * * . = 
yk = Cl/ k)“P. c ombining the arguments, we obtain the result. n 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p E [l, 011 and k be an integer satisfying 1 Q k Q n. 
Suppose that G is the isornetry group of the (p, k)-norm on R”. Then one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(a) (p,k)=@,n) a&G=@,. 
(b) (p. k, n) = (1,2,4), and G is generated by 9n and the matrix 
(c) (p, k) + (2, n), (p. k,n) + (1,2,4), and G = gn. 
Proof. Notice that if (p, k) = (2, n), then the (p, k)-norm reduces to the 
Euclidean norm. Hence G = 8,. If (p, k, n) = (1,2,4), then the (p, k)-norm 
coincides with the c-norm with c = (1, l,O, O)t. The result then follows from 
Theorem 3.3. Now suppose (p, k) f (2,n) and (p. k,n) # (1,2,4). If A E G, 
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then by Theorem 2.1 A E 8,. It follows that A maps the set 4’ onto itself, 
where 
9’= {x E R” : IlXll~ = a, IIXllp,J = l}, 
(Y defined as in Theorem 4.1. We now consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that 1~ p < k. By Theorem 4.1, 9’= G(c)= (PC: 
P E Pn}, where c = (l/k)‘/PCf,,e,. It follows that 
(A’xlc = max{c’PAtx : P E gn) 
= max( ctPx : P E Pn} 
= I-6. 
Thus A’ is an isometry for the c-norm. By Theorem 3.3, unless (k, n) = (2,4), 
At E 9” and hence A E 9”. Now suppose that (k,n)= (2,4) and suppose 
that At E .Pd. We may then assume that 
for some P, Q E .5$. One can easily verify then 
which is impossible. As a result, all matrices in 
G=9$. 
that llAe,llp,~ + Ilelllp,k, 
G belong to .9$. Thus 
Case 2. Suppose 2 < p ~00. By Theorem 4.1, 9’= G(e,) = (Pe, : P E 
9”}. The result then follows from Theorem 2.3. n 
Through private correspondence, we know that the characterization of 
isometries for Z,-norms has also been obtained by It. Hemasinha and J. 
Weaver. 
After the results in this paper were discovered, we conjectured that the 
isometry group of a symmetric gauge function on (w” is either 8, or T* 
except for Iw2 and [w4. This has been confirmed very recently by D. Z. 
DokoviE, L. Rodman, and the second author [2]. Moreover, the same problem 
over the complex field or the skew field of real quatemions was also treated. 
While our methods are rather elementary and geometric, the proofs in [2], 
which depend on the theories of Lie groups and real quatemions, are more 
algebraic. 
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